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Augusta Savage Gallery has recognized the urgent and timely need to
consider what Home means to many different people. As a result, we have
invited a global array of artists to offer their visual art and accompanying
words on this subject to the Five-College community. Represented in this
exhibit are artists from Canada, Brazil, Ukraine, Germany, China, Poland,
Spain, Turkey, Argentina and the US.
Home carries with it many meanings. It can trigger memories or spark
anticipation. It sometimes reminds us of painful experiences, or offers
some promise of freedom, or evokes terror of a future. For some, Home is
connected to a place or moment in time that carries pleasurable memories.
For others, it is a place to which, regrettably, they cannot or will not ever
return.
Some have generational ties to their homes and have witnessed the
expulsion and dispersion of entire communities from their places of birth
- the rupturing of familial and cultural continuity. Some think of Home in
ideological terms, and are shocked and repulsed by politics and values in a
nation that once felt safe, but now create tremendous anxiety. Still others
have never been privy to the stability of solid ground beneath their feet, a
home base, a sense of nationhood, or belonging.
We continue to struggle with notions of nationhood, with identities that
straddle places and ideologies that keep shifting. We grapple with the
redefining of laws we may have taken for granted, and with morale and
behaviors that makes us feel “at home” or threatened. Some are shouting
and protesting. Others are digging their heels in. Still others close the doors
and refuse to let anyone in. We wonder who our friends are and where the
boundaries of our neighborhoods lie. Who are those people we immediately
view as strangers or a danger to us?
A spiritual leader once reminded his followers, “Everywhere you go, there
you are.” Here is yet another way of understanding Home – that there
exists a place inside us that is familiar and safe, and which holds us strong
and erect in dangerous circumstances.
There are many ways to think about Home. A juried invitation to artists
to consider this as the subject of their work has resulted in a rich and
provocative event in two parts.

Michael Amato
This series comments upon American culture today, and alludes to event(s) in recent memory that set
a precedent for a culture of fear, xenophobia, and hate. It is my belief that gun ownership in America
is primarily motivated by fear, and by a desire for self-defense. As such, I have created a character
who cannot be separated from his handgun. A young man who is overwhelmed by a never-ending
cycle of breaking news and imminent threats, and as a result has taken measures to defend himself. I
ask the viewer to decide from what he is so afraid of.

Jessica Baldwin
I finally found a house I could afford. It is small but just enough space for my daughter and I. The
backyard offers an ample yard. I believed that working in this yard, with the earth, I could build a
home. With urge, I began digging. My shovel hesitated on a layer of white gravel. Beneath the white,
I discovered tattered clear plastic stretching over the expanse of my yard. It is a failed barrier for the
waste hidden below the surface. Fragments of glass, appliances, rusty cans, tangles of wires, and
jugs of discarded chemicals swamp my dream for home.

Zero Bey
Home: South Central Los Angeles, California; the Rodney King Rebellion of 1992
Some call it a riot, but its true interpretation of those nights which began at sunset and the red days
and nights following. In accordance with historical accounts when the lawful legitimate response is not
met-the people rebel:
Fire engulfs, lives are sacrificed
Violence against the state reigns the days and nights.
Properties of prior exploitation are eradicated.
Until smoke bellows and the ancestral bellicose drum
Rages against the system; thunderous clashes echo until the hot wind subsides.
The drum calls to reconciliation and community renewal.
South-Central, the West Side, the city of fallen Angels,
I call,
Home.

Rossi Bright
Summer Time and the Living is …
Luxuriant, cooling grass underfoot near grandmother’s raspberry bushes. Raspberries grandmother
asked us to pick. Immediately devoured, then several for the basket since jam was to be made.
Wild abandonment of climbing neighbors fruit trees. Hearing uncle’s calls, time to learn to fish. Young
curiosity agrees until requirement seen in hook piercing an enticing worm. Realization: the hook will
eventually pierce the fish and then there’s the cleaning of the fish once caught. Tangible lessons in
thinking through what one agrees to.
Sticky, sweltering midwestern heat makes seasonal dipping one’s toes into shockingly icy water ritual
even more sublime. School free.

Annielly Camargo
A dove shares her wings
With the gargoyles
Who broke hers
The living room of their comfort
Become the attic of her nightmares
Sharp and soft
And all at once
The longing
To be unseen
Yet stripped from the option
A dove sings
That she is already dead.
(I wanted to save her)
But if they find me here
Ill tell them
I love it
I kept searching
Lost
In the deepest reds of her eyes.
I was seeing me
Tell her
I loved her.

Çiğdem Menteşoğlu Chatzoudas
Erratic Souls:
The title of this drawing refers restless condition of human being, vulnerable souls influenced by the
current world. Sea is symbolizes uncertainty and unstable place that we are living in. After the wellknown immigration crisis (particularly in Turkey and Greece) for me sea associated with the concepts
such as “home”, settling down, stability, hope and security. With all this thoughts, I draw a simple
square that stands as a home, a place to keep souls, inner-world in. It symbolizes the order, a simple
place hosting souls who just needs to be in safe and secure middle of the wavy sea.
Floating Destiny:
Sea, waves symbolize uncertainty and unstable world that we are living in. Coffee cup future telling
is old tradition of Turks and middle east which shows tips about future, home, place, destinations and
relationships. Every coffee cup is personal, strongly related with the one who drink it. That’s why; on
my work I used this cup as a circle symbolizes the individuals sphere, inner-self. Home is a way to
stand in life, stay conscious, in other way, it’s your inner-self that covers you and your place that you
are in and your beloved ones resist against the waves of uncertainty.

excerpt from short film Upstairs

Frankie Chow
Christmas lights fall down the banister and illuminate stale dust collecting on the staircase. Further
up, I see half open doors leading to rooms bright and empty. Humming at my periphery are sounds
of breathing as if exhausted and asleep. Amidst soft stirring shadows and a grey heaviness, I rouse
some resolve. I feel my limbs climb the steps but my body remains. The view is unchanged if not for
a sudden affliction of foreboding darkness and a creaking introduction of an added presence. Despite
an increasing inclination to initiate motion, I endure transfixed.

Gary Duehr
My father was a very private person, although for most of his life he ran a public parking lot:
56 spaces on the corner of Market and Grove. All day, six days a week, he sat on a stool inside a
booth and through a side window punched tickets in and out. Late at night, in his den, he’d scan the
airwaves with a ham radio, marking cities he’d contacted with red pins on a map. From the metal box
with a lit-up dial came the crackle of faraway voices.

Emily Fleisher
At the time my house was built, in 1985, it was very popular to spray textured “popcorn” foam on
ceilings. I’ve hated these ceilings since we’ve moved in.
This past year, my son got a bunk bed for his birthday. I lay down on the top bunk with my face a
couple feet from the ceiling and realized that the popcorn was a perfect mimic for a lunar surface.
I took some panorama shots and made an American flag out of clay for a landing site. I also honed in
on particular “formations of interest” and named them accordingly.

Jean Gallagher
I purchased an acre of land in the Sierras of Northern California fourteen years ago. As a gardener,
I added mostly native or xeriscape plants to its garden areas’ challenging clay soil. In an enclosed
semi-circled wall enclosing the back of the house lies a zig-zagging deck on which I’ve watched days
of shifting blue skies and wind-blown foliage. Outside of this wall, I’ve observed golden tan rocks
pushing forth from the red clay, and the soft browns and subtle greens of a variety of native plants
visited by small animals. This constant shift of color is my home.

Sonia Gil
I am from Rio de Janeiro, a very vibrant and sunny city. I like to play with lively colors in a very
intuitive and quick way. I think the sunlight, reflecting on everything around me, has great influence on
my color palette. I live in Copacabana, in the South Zone of Rio, very near the beach, were I usually
have my morning walks. It is a wonderful neighbourhood, mixing the busy and chaotic megacity life
with spots of Urban rain forest and the luxurious presence of the sea.
Rio de Janeiro is “home” for me!

Vera Graham
The word “home” takes me to my parents’ kitchen table where at least eight individuals, some family,
some not, gathered after diner to debate whatever subject was on our minds. The menagerie of
people, perspectives and volumes are memories not easily forgotten. As a quiet solitary individual I
never seemed to get a word in edgewise.
I guess I would be the child making faces, hoping to be noticed.

Joan Green
I’m Kayla, I’m 8¾. Me and my brothers used to live in Springfield but one day the landlady made us
move. She put all our stuff out in the street and we didn’t have anywhere to go. Daddy had to stay
in Springfield but Mommy and my brothers and me moved into a shelter in Pittsfield. They found us
a home in North Adams. Daddy couldn’t get a job here. There’s not a lot of restaurants so he has to
work at his old job. He comes home every other weekend. I hope he can move home soon.

Lois Guarino
In 1957, a homeless dog, taken from the streets of Moscow, became the first sentient being
launched into space. Sputnik 2 soon became Leika’s coffin when, four hours into the flight, she died
of hyperthermia. The spacecraft continued to orbit earth and exploded into flames on reentry, five
months after launching. Leika’s remains were instantly cremated and scattered among the stars –
back to the universe, the original home for all life as we know it.

Antoni Hidalgo
It only can be a nightmare, an uncomfortable feeling in a night without stars.
There were no sign of light on the street and only the rain, the sorrow on the roof: contrast of feelings.
A trap in a house with no doors.
Personal world.
Dark thoughts on his head. He watched out and felt in his dark and wet poetry he could be a fish or a
bird: confused existence and doubts...
It probably only was a nightmare, a one-way ticket towards an unwanted feeling.
And then, lost in his own home, he saw the fog...

Saeri Kiritani
Mir Sakhi Mohammad
I like all the cities of Afghanistan because it is my motherland. Especially, I like my city Shamali,
because I was born and grew up there. But, all cities are special to me.
As you know, our country, Afghanistan, has been in war for last three decades, and is still not stable
yet. People end up being led into political movements and have to fight, but I don’t want to fight. I
don’t want my children to fight. I want my children to learn something better so that they can serve
societies, both for our country and for Austria.

Saskia Krafft
The settlement has three streets. It is surrounded by vast fields and farmland; a bus runs through it
once an hour. Young people have migrated into the cities already. An abandoned building was given
by the municipal administration to an 8-person refugee family. The neighbor to the right watches the
new arrivals through the vent between the drape. “They don’t pull up weeds. They use a shopping
cart as a baby carriage. The mother wears a full veil. They only came here to take our money - they
don’t want to integrate into our society.”

Holly Lay
My family has experienced a lot of premature loss. My mother passed away when she was 32 years
old leaving my father to take care of two young girls. Years later my uncle passed away at age 33
leaving my father’s sister widowed with three young boys to care for. The loss of these people led to
destroyed lives, alcoholism, and hoarding. My grandparents began to store the stuff that belonged to
those who had passed. This stuff was left almost like a time capsule to rot in the garage and outdoors.
As I documented these scenes It was sad to see all the memories standing still from the moment I
remember losing my mother. As I rummaged through the objects I discovered many pointless items
that I considered consumerist traps. I became interested in what makes an objectG sentimental and if
it is taken from it’s original source how it loses the sentiments attached to it.

Elliott Linwood
These two images represent vastly disparate encapsulations of what home might be and how we
might get there.
“Tiers” shows Brahmin children ascending from the Ganges River after dawn prayers along painted
steps in Varanase, whereas “Sorted,” shows a child napping in his own garbage collection bag along
a narrow sidewalk in Buenos Aires.
Migrations between gutters and heavens are, therefore, cast as literal places and teaching devices
instilled in the young.

Alison Lucas
At Halloween, Miss Malandrino gave out stickers and homemade chocolate lollipops. She was
forever elderly in my mind and so was her doorbell. It looked like a key, it’s ring a delicate magic. Her
home stood at the end of a field, where we played because it grew only weeds, not vegetables like I
imagined it once had. A tractor turned the soil annually and we’d run as it rumbled into motion. After
she passed away, her home sat empty. The land was sold. The house razed. Thirty-four homes will
soon be built, but I will always remember that bell.

Kabu MBII
It has been said that “Home is where the heart is.” Now, who said that? I don’t know. I just felt that
and did not know why as a child, but I grew older and began my own family did these words become
more meaningful.
The words of the saying “Home is where the heart is.” Were words that sent me on a search for
significance. This took me on a journey of personal introspection. I wanted to know the root cause for
all of that. Because, what I saw was conflict and confusion leading to man’s inhumanity to man.

Carrie Green Markello
A boatwoman who knew the river as home, reveals the river’s complexities as we travel downstream.
The river provides both refuge and challenge. Cold, water splashes soothe burned skin, a welcome
relief from the intense sun, as every rock and current must be expertly navigated for survival. The
river supports those willing to move with the current and swallows those unable to negotiate rough
waters. Navigating the river demands deep respect for time, raw beauty, and impending danger. River
home delivers solace, but more importantly incites reverence for living by moving forward, navigating
whitewater, and nurturing resilience.

Deborah McDuff
What does Home mean to mean to me, a descendant of enslaved people? The framework of my
existence lies within a place built upon historical memories, and relationships. The strength of my
bones provides a structure that enables me to endure damaging worldly destructions and grasps
opportunities. The journey of my blood’s fluidity symbolizes the recurring ebbs and flows of life. My
heart beats like footsteps searching for a place in a country that discredits the worthiness of my color
and complexities. My mind conveys a message that home is neither here or there. My spirit lives
inside my body.

Rina Naik
Home prompted me to reflect inwards and engage in emotional excavation. “I am home” is a symbolic
blend of this mapping based on memories/perceptions and emotions. Process started by drawing
42(age) stacked rows representing age, and emotional experiences. Colors, textures and finishes
choices further enhance these.
The top abstracted landscape represents the past 10 years, where visual responses became the
most important. Beauty and visual delight filled my life. The figures pose and the position symbolizes
rebirth of the spirit. The blue symbolizes purification, calmness and stability. The color unity
represents the emotional unity I feel. I am home.

Ildiko Nova
At age of five, I decided to escape from home. My parents found me in the field of wheat where the
poppies and the cornflower grew. During my next escape I sat in the language class of a foreign
country to re-learn to express myself. Then I flew across the Atlantic Ocean and looked down just
before landing to the skyscrapers. A few years later I realized that not only my motel room but also
homelessness stank. It’s freezing cold from the air-conditioning on the Greyhound bus as we
criss-cross the way around the water to reach Manitoba. But tonight, I stay here to smell freshly
baked potatoes.

Petrea Noyes
A home is not always a pleasant place….it can be dangerous, not the sanctuary it should be. It can
be dark and cold, not warm and welcoming. It is not always filled with loving parents and family. It
can be a place one can’t wait to leave.
-orIt can be the exact opposite if you are born lucky….

Raeanne Nuzzo
The Ritual follows a first night in a new place–the process of creating a home conceptually, when
a home cannot be found physically. It is the christening of a new location, a hopeful offering to the
building itself, to allow home to occupy a physical space for a period of time, before moving on with
its owner.

Susie Protiva
Think of the birdhouse, human-built, the pitched roof miniature of house-shape. We offer it up to the
bird. She brings her need for family, along with bits of this and that, building provisionally, and with
only the tool of the body. Her turning and working at the strands of grass, hair—whatever is near—
creates the space within the fodder, for nesting. Home resides like the nest inside the house; the
provisional weaving of the gathered, found, held on to. It is the animal burrow that keeps us—better
or worse selves—bound one to another.

Nikhi Puri
Some of the most bitter memories
Stemming from a foundation
dysfunctional and weak
Though is also the place
Where I found peace in midst of turmoil
Love in the midst of violence
And joy in the midst of sadness.
It’s where my heart still resides
It’s where I wish to breathe my last breath.
...”home” sweeps over me with a nostalgic sadness but I decide not to give into that melancholic state
and instead have some fun and portray on my canvas an upbeat cheerful memory of the place I come
from; referring maybe another galaxy or maybe another known country?Part fact, part fiction; the
two paintings tell a story where the improbable is most likely to be fact and the plausible-fiction as I
recount my home. Wherever it is, I’m going back, that’s for sure.

Erika Radich
Home as Breath, Breath as Home
There is comfort and grounding when one feels at home. Home is a harbor that welcomes and
settles, that nurtures and soothes.
I have found the feeling of “home” in distinctive natural settings, a staircase in a familiar building, a
quality of afternoon light, beloved music, and even while encountering certain people. These things
are external and rely on the whim of geography or circumstances.
The most significant feeling of home to me is when I follow my breath. It can be in the middle of the
night, in a stressful situation or in a strange place. By acknowledging my breath, I access an inner
core that feels truly genuine and quiets my mind and heart.
So, my breath is home ….always available, always present.

Sebastian Puentes Rivero
Home is deep, intimate, atavistic. Something that comes with us and maybe we don´t know how or
where.
Home becomes dream about shapes, fragrances, colors, landscapes; remember rhythms, aromas or
textures. We recognize things up without knowing.
Everything emerges from our head, like a dream that came back with its red and orange for
resembling our land, with the blue to its rivers, seas and skies, the yellow of the intense sun and the
black of the skin.
Our ancestors are inside us, in our dreams, we always take them in the memory, and wherever we
are they can always emerge as a dream.

Micheline Ronningen
Discovering a geographical home can be one of the joys of an exploring adult. It is one’s safe, free
place of connection and subject to change.
I saw mine viscerally while flying overhead on a return flight. I never would’ve guessed it. It’s an easy
2,000 miles in two directions from my origins.
Half a century later, it’s yet an anchor point. It’s shared.
We have enjoyed the company of three very different cats. They each lived well past a dozen years.
They too picked this place. I’m seventy-one.

Naomi Rosborough
She feels the woven fabric of his lapels as they embrace for the last time.
Her skin responds to the rough irritant against her face. “Hold back,” she tells her tears, intimate
companions these past weeks.
They have been waiting patiently for release, and now threaten to cascade.
The perilous boat trip that awaits Hamid fills her every thought. It is a choice-less outcome neither of
them wants.
Sorrow has woven itself into her being.
She dreads the dark and lonely future ahead, all but silencing her broken heart.

Tatyana Scott
Remembering my childhood home is like looking at Polaroid photos. There is no consistent storyline.
It’s like moving images on the reel of my mind. A flourishing rose bush, a kettle hot on the stove,
watching stars over the roof of my house. Though the house is still there, these memories are of a
place that no longer exists. I walk out of the house I grew up in and see where the rose bush was. It
froze several winters ago. Growing up, it seemed indestructible. The friends I watched the stars with,
they’ve long moved away. Everything’s changed.

Ashok Sinha
My studio faces a large apartment building in downtown New York City. Even though I have never
met any of my “neighbors” across the street, I feel like I know a lot about what goes on in their daily
lives. It is like a movie that plays in front of me on a continuous loop. One day I see a couple kissing,
another day I notice someone new moving in. Sometimes there are visual clues that manifest in the
windows – a parted curtain, a politically charged poster or telltale remnants from Superstorm Sandy.
Each window tells its own story.

Monika Sochańska
She loved this place. It reminded her of her dead brother. She talk to him quietly, sitting by the
fireplace. The warmth of the spark stroked her face with a tender gesture. It seemed that he was
stroking her cheek, telling good night. Parents always lived for their children. After his passing away,
light went out in their eyes. Soon she left also, decided to live with her own family. The house was
silent and unmoving. They had only themselves and were living in a soulless house, wondering why
they lost the strength to rebuild their hope again.

Robert Thurlow
Between text and binding the yellow sound of my grandmother’s memories persist after her death.
She speaks of home and an old family of crows who live on branches above black roof shingles. The
sound of water runs through wall and floor pipes. The reflections are of sound waves from the surface
of journal entries found after her death. The soft touch of life has darkened the book’s spine and edge
wear on the page hints at the dust-soiling loss of time. The floor and roof joist’s once laid out like the
ribs of her body are only memories.

excerpt from short film Spazi Indeterminabili

Michelle Trujillo
Home is home until it isn’t. You quite simply belong until you don’t.
She cried until the ocean emptied out from within her. She cried until she couldn’t smell the salt
anymore.
Don’t you know that we don’t do that here? Put your arms down.
Searching for answers in Rivers. Streams. Lakes. A glass of water.
Touch yourself. Dive into your reflection in a dirty puddle.
Crawl into the drain in the bathtub. Will you fit in the cracks they threw away?
Drink the oceans whole. You are home.

Iryna
Vorona
Ирина Ворона
Loneliness
Mother symbolize peace, happy careless time,
love that penetrate into the soul. Memory like
specific fiction of passing moment, it’s like a bird
song - something unbelievable and escaping, just a
moment in time. In your dreams you always travel to
home. It is flight of freedom as a cry from the heart,
as a desire to emancipate, to be free and ease as a
bird, to feel space of one’s being.
Old
Nature is organically perfect. All parts interact each other by changing own material being, and
it’s continuous live process, an integral part of which is mother. Organic compound of spirit with
environment.
Mother and nature are fused into a single whole through the atmospheric harmony of mood with
changeable and harmonious manifestations of nature, as revealed both in the fleeting moment and in
the slowly evolving seasons.
Time
Understanding and feeling of past, that are placed into the memory, like invisible thread connecting
your soul with ancestors. Little moment of tiny memory with it’s fascinating life period. Feeling of calm
satisfaction in speaking with family.

Liu Xianghua
These three ink paintings are my feeling recording of the home of two women who had been stabbed
to death inside their Beijing home came back to haunt me twice in the past year. I remember standing
outside the police lines talking with worried neighbors, stomping my feet to shake off the cold, waiting
for the cops to release information about the brutal attack on Feb. 12, 2016. I cast my eyes down
the block and noted the tidy homes that looked neat and clean despite the slush and dirty snow that
makes everything under a February sky look dingy.

Hu Zhiying
I need uncontrollably some special modes to express home, therefore I cannot fix a certain mode or
cling to some unchanged style. I even have to show this idea about home with mutually conflicting
processes of creation and utterly different visual stimuli. Only the vast and enormous space of the
home formed by two or more kinds of sharply contrastive moods and thinking activities can satisfy
this need of mine. I have been engrossed all along in the “cultural contrast” in the home which I think
very important, and therefore interweavement of different elements of the East and the West often
appear in my works. I try to express this contrast through various materials and even mixed media
but the final effect remains simple.

